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BAY CLIFF… AND BEYOND
Stepping into Life
“Be all you can be” - a slogan used by the military, but it is also
a motto that depicts Nathan Bruchman, an intelligent, disciplined young man who is ready to march into his future. The
son of Paul and Sonja Bruchman, Nathan lives with his parents,
sisters and brother in Laurium, MI. He is a 17 year-old senior
honor student with strong interests in science and robotics.
Born with spina bifida, a condition that affects his ability to
use his legs, Nathan faced challenges early in life learning to
walk and doing his own self-care. He was eight when he came
to Bay Cliff.
“My first summer at camp,” recalls Nathan, “I transitioned
from using a large, inconvenient walker to using crutches that
I can now take anywhere. That remains my greatest physical
achievement. In my ten years at camp, I’ve greatly improved
my leg and core strength in Physical Therapy, and I’ve learned
life skills in Occupational Therapy, such as cooking, personal
finances, and doing my own laundry. As everything is therapy at Bay Cliff, I’ve also expanded my knowledge of tools, cars
and other machinery through a vocational program run by an
occupational therapist at the maintenance shop.”
Nathan acknowledges other areas of improvement equally as
important. “Bay Cliff has made me more confident in my
speaking abilities, and I’ve made great gains in my social skills
as well.” His therapists would agree. “Over the years, Nathan
has grown from a young boy who hardly made eye contact
and responded with one-word answers, to a young man who
looks square at you and initiates conversations,” observes
Occupational Therapist, Matthew Cornwell. “He is smart, yet
humble, and has a nice way of letting others contribute
their thoughts and ideas.” That comfort level with himself
was recently seen in his willingness to speak on behalf of a
Bay Cliff grant request to a Youth Advisory Council in his community.
Nathan looks for the potential in himself and in others. “I’ve
learned to see people in a different way as a result of my camp
experience. There are people with many different challenges
in life. How ever you see them on the outside, you need to try
to understand their outlook on life and how they see themselves and the world, before you can decide who they really
are.” Camp Physician, Dr. Mike Nidiffer, recognizes an out-
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Nathan Bruchman – Recipient of the 2016
Abby Beecher Roberts Camper of the Year Award
look of perseverance in Nathan. “He is a fine young man,
whose calm determination and resilience in the face of multiple health challenges, will take him far in life and provide the
stamina for achieving his goals.”
Nathan sees himself ready to take the next step. His plans for
the future include finishing high school in the spring, taking a
year of college classes through a dual enrollment program,
and then applying to Michigan Tech to major in mechanical
engineering. He feels Bay Cliff has played an important role in
helping him to be all that he can be. “I’ve been very fortunate
to be able to come to Bay Cliff. I’ve met my best friends here
and have made progress towards being an independent and
mature adult. Bay Cliff has connected me with people who
have made me realize that I can still get ahead in the world
even with my physical limitations.”

Bay Cliff Health Camp ...
Koel, now 6 years old, is an adventurous boy from Moran,
MI. He received Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy
and Speech Therapy at Bay Cliff. After camp, his mom
Heather shared that, “Bay Cliff has been completely lifealtering to Koel and our family. His independence and
confidence are so much higher than before the summer.
He can shower now. Do you know how much quicker it is
to shower than to take a bath? He is eating more and is
more open-minded about trying new foods. We’ve seen
continued weight gain and trying of new foods, and it also
carries over into his socialization. The exposure to group
activities and the encouragement have given him the confidence to participate with others.”

Madilyn is a helpful 5 year old from Lake Linden, MI. She
was referred to Bay Cliff for Speech Therapy. Madilyn’s
mom Laura states, “Madilyn had a wonderful time there.
No one has had a problem understanding her since she has
been home. In the past, when we would ask her to repeat
herself or try again, she would become upset, refuse and
begin crying. Now she has no problem when asked. She
now dresses herself, picks up her toys and makes her bed...
a skill she is very proud of. She is now independent in the
water and able to swim even without a lifejacket. She is
eating a lot more foods and is willing to try new foods.”

Isaiah, now 13 years old, is a confident camper from
Ontonagon, MI. He was referred to Bay Cliff for Speech
Therapy. His mom Heather shared, “Bay Cliff has made an
amazing difference in Isaiah’s life. Before camp he lacked
confidence, was socially awkward and had low selfesteem. Since camp he has been more independent than
ever. He is also much more helpful and his manners at the
table are amazing. When I try to help him, he says ‘I can
do it.’ He even helps clean up at the end of meals and
puts items in the refrigerator without being asked. He has
become more self-driven. He believes in himself. He now
sits with others in the lunchroom and is comfortable walking up to others and having a conversation.”

At Bay Cliff Health Camp, all of our campers, that participate in our summer program, have a need for therapy. They are
referred to Bay Cliff by the physicians and therapists who work with them in their home communities.
Dr. Mike Nidiffer, Medical Director of the Specialty Clinics at UP Health Systems in Marquette, is one of those referring
physicians. “When kids and youth that have attended the summer program come back to clinic, they love to show us what
they can do as a result of their time at Bay Cliff - and tell us about all the fun they had while doing it! The quality, frequency, and intensity of the therapy they receive there really pays off!” Monica Aho, a pediatric Physical Therapist in the Copper
Country shares, “Bay Cliff is a place where kids I treat can go to be accepted for who they are, and learn what they are capable of! We are abundantly blessed here in the Upper Peninsula to have such a camp for our children!”
Referring professionals know the difference that Bay Cliff can make in a child’s life. Parents then need to decide whether
or not to send their child to camp for seven weeks of the summer. It's a big decision.
New skills are taken home, after a summer of hard work in therapy and participating in many camp activities - skills that
make a difference. Here we'd like you to meet six of our campers who just experienced their first summer at camp and
hear what their mothers shared when asked about their child's Bay Cliff experience.

Evan is now 6 years old. He is an inquisitive boy, lives in
Ironwood, MI and came to Bay Cliff for Physical Therapy,
Occupational Therapy and Speech Therapy. Evan’s mom
Whitney exclaimed, “In just three and a half weeks, the
progress he made was fantastic! There was a huge gain in
politeness. He is trying to help with untying his shoes,
dressing and toothbrushing. He used to always resist to
have his teeth brushed but, after you worked with him at
Bay Cliff, there is no struggle now. He has been trying to
use his left arm more. He has been putting it on his wheelchair wheel where he knows it’s supposed to go and is trying to propel himself with both hands. He is able to use a
spoon and fork a lot better and is holding a cup by himself.
This has made meals a much more social time. We used to
feed him first and then eat. Now we can all eat together.”

Rose is a bright 13 year old from Okemos, MI. She participated in Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Vision
Instruction and Speech Therapy at Bay Cliff. Rose’s mom,
Deena, shared, “We wanted Rose to become more active,
independent and assertive physically and that has carried
over (from camp) into her life (at home). I love watching
her wheel herself to class in the morning. She sees that
she can get to places proactively, like other kids. It was
great for her to be in an environment where she felt equal
and supported. She is feeling the pleasure and self-esteem
that come from being able to do things for herself and for
others. This is great.”

Nora is an enthusiastic 6 year old girl from Negaunee, MI.
She received Vision Instruction and Occupational Therapy
at Bay Cliff. Nora’s mom Tammy shared, “The best thing
about camp has been the way Nora is now able to advocate
for herself at home and school. She now asks her teacher
for what she needs instead of waiting for someone to ask
her if she needs help. Her functional vision skills have
improved in relation to hygiene, tying her shoes, and getting
places on her own. We have gone to family-style dining,
which is good for her and her brother. Passing dishes and
serving themselves have given them an extra sense of control. She has also shared the idea of making healthy choices
like choosing between seconds or dessert. She learned how
to shower independently at camp and now asks to do it at
home. We are happy with her new-found independence.”

...Making a Difference Back Home!

Bay Cliff’s Campership Appeal...
Your Help is Needed!
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Thank you to our friends who have contributed to
the 2016 Campership Appeal. As of November 1st,
we have received $175,000 towards our goal of
$335,000. We are encouraged by your generosity!
Successfully reaching our goal for the Campership
Appeal will allow us to retain the Therapy and
Program positions we have restored, and continue
providing life-changing experiences for the children. We will continue our efforts to be good
stewards, with over 88% of all funding supporting
the children and programs. If you haven’t made a
gift to the Appeal, we ask for your help!
All funds donated through the Campership Appeal
will be used specifically for the Children’s Summer
Therapy program. Your donation will help provide
daily therapy, medical and dental care, food and
lodging, camp activities, and 24-hour care and

“Sponsor a Camper”

I have come to know Bay
Cliff Health Camp as
“ground zero” for healing in
our larger community.
Those touched by Bay Cliff
know the importance of
love and compassionate
action because they have
lived it at camp. My wife,

supervision - all
part of a typical day!
The cost to serve and care for a child with disabilities at Bay Cliff is $130 for a full 24-hour day,
$900 for a full week, and $6,300 for the summer.
Parents contribute what they can afford. This
leaves a significant cost that is funded by many
generous individuals who believe in Bay Cliff and
the futures of the children we serve. All gifts to
Bay Cliff, of any amount, are important and very
appreciated. Working together we can meet the
needs of the children.
We hope you will join us and make a gift or pledge
to the Campership Appeal. We also encourage you
to visit us at www.baycliff.org to learn more about
Bay Cliff and how your support makes a difference.
On behalf of the children who are pursuing their
hopes and dreams for the future... Thank you!

Missy, and I are proud to support Bay Cliff as a
yearly recognition of the large and small miracles
that we see. The Bay Cliff Campership Appeal is
a cornerstone of our fund-raising efforts. We
hope you will join us and make a generous gift
this year, and every year possible, in thanksgiving
for this precious community resource.
Larry Skendzel, MD
Bay Cliff Board Member, Marquette, MI

...Will You Join Us?

Remember Bay Cliff
in Your Will

A gift through your will is one of the most meaningful legacies
you can provide for your family and to Bay Cliff. Your will
allows you to provide for your loved ones after your death, and
also is an opportunity to make a wonderful difference for the
children to pursue their hopes and dreams for the future.
Your gift to Bay Cliff may be expressed in these words:
I give and bequeath the sum of $__________
(or ___% of my estate) to Bay Cliff Health Camp
for its most important priorities.
More specific instructions may also be provided regarding
your gift. If you would like to learn more about will and
bequest opportunities, or if you would like to meet with a Bay
Cliff representative, please contact Bay Cliff Health Camp at
(906) 345-9314 or baycliff@baycliff.org.

Our Mission

For over eighty years, Bay Cliff’s
primary mission has been to improve
the lives of children with physical disabilities. Today, Bay Cliff is a therapy
and wellness center serving children
with every kind of orthopedic,
speech, hearing and visual disability.
Through an intensive summer program of daily therapy and traditional camp activities,
children learn to become more independent and are
inspired to believe in themselves and their potential.
Bay Cliff is a place where special children of all abilities
are able to pursue their hopes and dreams!

Good Stewardship

Managing Resources Responsibly!

Additional Ways to Give

7.2% Administration

Development/Endowment Fund

4.4% Fundraising

Bay Cliff Health Camp also has a fund that provides long-term
investment funds for the camp's program and facility needs.
If you would like more information on making a planned gift
by will or bequest, memorial, life insurance, annuity or other
special gift, please contact the camp office.

Building and Facility Projects

Bay Cliff is tremendously grateful to the more than 2,000
donors who have helped us to make major renovations to the
camp facilities. While much has been accomplished, we are
still seeking gifts for several remaining important building projects. We would be pleased to provide more information if you
wish to help!

88.4% Program
Percentages from 2015 Bay Cliff Audit
Makela, Toutant, Hill & Nardi, PC

Upcoming Bay Cliff
Winter & Spring Programs

November 11-13, 2016
December 30, 2016
February 3-5, 2017
February 11-12, 2017
March 3-5, 2017
March 9-10, 2017

A younger Nathan & his family enjoying
Spina Bifida Family Camp together.

April 22-23, 2017

Transitioning Teens – Part III

Workshop for Bay Cliff teens & their parents

Christmas Open House

Bay Cliff Big House

Winter Blast

Winter camp for adults with disabilities

Camp STAR Reunion

Children Grieving a Loss

STAR Children’s Bereavement Services

Snow Days

Winter camp for children with disabilities

U.P. Pediatric Therapy Workshop

Professional development for therapists

Cerebral Palsy Family Camp

Program for children & their families
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